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Psychiatry remains an emerging discipline. Many people suffer from ailments that have no apparent

cause, no obvious cure. Quite by accident, while using hypnotherapy, Dr. Modi discovered that

past-life regression can be a beneficial treatment. Many of these patients, under hypnosis, claimed

to have spirits attached to their bodies and energy fields, creating psychological and physical

problems. Based on years of experience, Dr. Modi describes techniques that release these spirits,

revealing how patients can sometimes recover within a few sessions.While most doctors would

agree that emotional states affect our health, few would give credence to spiritual "influences." In

this truly groundbreaking book, Dr. Modi presents evidence that something beyond the physical

affects the health of many people, and urges medical scientists to objectively assess this

revolutionary approach to mental and, often, physical illness. Pioneers have the courage to put

aside the status quo and evaluate what the evidence shows, even if it defies the prevailing logic of

the time. Both physicians and the general public should explore the pioneering work of Dr.

Modi--work which no doubt has produced many remarkable healings.
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Over the centuries, doctors have tried countless therapies to battle mental illness--from shock

therapy to drilling holes in the head--and have had little success. In Remarkable Healings, Dr.

Shakuntala Modi offers a revolutionary psychotherapeutic treatment that dips into the controversial

realm of past-life regression and demonic possession. It might sound like she is straying outside the



bounds of credible psychiatry, but compared with some of the methods her peers still employ,

Modi's therapy is conspicuously humane, preserving the patients' physical health and concentrating

on repairing their problems at a fundamental level. Interestingly enough, Remarkable Healings is not

based on Modi's own religious or spiritual beliefs, but is pieced together entirely from the reports of

her patients, who discover under hypnosis that their psychological and physiological problems stem

from supernatural causes such as trauma in a past life or the interference of a discarnate entity. The

picture that emerges is an odd mixture of Christian motifs involving God, Satan, and hell combined

with other ideas such as karma and reincarnation. Modi is the first to suggest that this milieu may

simply be a construction of her patients' subconscious, but stresses that treatment based on this

system has a much higher success rate than conventional chemical and talk therapy. Remarkable

Healings could be seen simply as well-written entertainment revealing some of the darkest aspects

of the human psyche, or as a source of instruction for defending against demonic possession, or

even as a message of inspiration. However, perhaps the most far-reaching effects of Remarkable

Healings will come from those therapists who are willing to set aside their aversion to

unconventional methodologies and pass on the remarkable healings that Modi has discovered.

--Brian Patterson

This is one of the most important books to read if you are seeking healing from chronic illnesses as

well as good mental and physical health. Almost all of us have had times in our lives when we were

vulnerable and open to negative energies and entities because of surgery, illness, trauma,

childbirth, death of a loved one, or we were under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medications.

After reading Dr. Modi's book I venture that virtually everyone has some of these influences around

them on some level whether you know it or not, whether you 'believe' it or not, unless you have

done specific work with intention to release those influences. By reading this book you bring

awareness of this situation of attachment and possession -- which many people would consider

impossible or ridiculous. However, these situations can and do exist and do have terrible

consequences in human lives as hundreds of her case studies reveal. The information Dr. Modi

provides brings the light of awareness and helps remove the superstition and fear around this

subject. This book brought my understanding of mental health and healing to a higher level. This

book is suitable for those in the healing professions as well as those who are into self-help

modalities and those who want to understand the reasons as well as the cures for human suffering.

Highly recommended.



I have been reading this book over and over for a couple of years. The discussions are simple

profound. The author talks about counseling people with little results until she started to help people

find deliverance from evil spirits, whether real or imagined. She gives great insight into spiritual

beliefs about the spiritual world, though I would not agree with all of her theology, her review of her

counseling sessions are gold as she gives many examples of the scripts of the sessions and what

people see and describe. Fascinating!

This has to be the most important book I have ever read, by far.It illuminates mankinds struggle of

understanding of life better than any book I have ever studied.Finally, there is clarification of the

following subjects that before this, were vague and incomplete:(1) Breakthrough in the

Demonic/Satanic barrier in the problems of mankind, along with the real key to exorcism (release) is

clearly brought out in the open.(2) Dynamics of reincarnation. Much detail.(3) Soul Loss and soul

fragmentation is clearly explained by the many cases. Before this, this information was incomplete

and misleading.(4) Prayers for protection is covered in detail.Her 2nd book, "Memories of God and

Creation" continues the subject matter even further with clarity.What surprises me the most is that

the following information got beyond the sensors (lower forces) in the first place. Her two additional

books on the subject can't make it out.

Just finished reading Dr. Modi's Remarkable Healings, and it is right on the money. I have worked in

the deliverance ministry and we also dealt with these entities that she describes, yet we were not

using hypnotherapy to dig for deeper answers -- we just identified the entities and took them to the

Light. It was interesting to learn more about what they can and can't do. I have no fear of them as

their only weapons are fear and deception... if you bring the Light down on them, they

surrender.Which brings me to ask the question: Why do Catholic priests in their exorcisms mess

around for days and weeks trying to expel these entities, when it can be done in 5 minutes -- in

Jesus' name? I know because we did it.Lastly, her info on soul fragments is very informative. A lot

of good down to earth practical knowledge in the book.I'd also like to recommend the recent related

book by Dr Lerma Into the Light -- it will surprise you to find out that the angels of Light and the

angels of Darkness often work together. And the dark ones are subservient to the angels of

Light.And from what I saw on the references to Dr. Michael Newton's books, several people were

upset with Dr. Modi's book, pooh-poohed it, and recommended Dr. Newton's instead. Forget it. He

never protects his patients, and his questions lead the subject into conclusions... very

unprofessional and thus not very trustworthy. Stay with Dr. Modi.



I read this book with wide eyes and dropped jaw as I learned of things that not only fit in with my

current Christian beliefs, but build upon it. The author is an agnostic, but she presents her truthful

findings without discrimination. I recommend this book to everyone who asks about teh cause of

mental illness. The purely biological view of illness is outdated and a dinosaur waiting for extinction.

It's only a matter of time before everyone finds out the information in this book and others like it and

completely overthrow the current medical system demanding effective treatments for their disorders.

You can be doctors are afraid of this book and I'm sure Dr. Modi gets her share of persecution.

Every great idea was persecuted before being accepted as common knowledge, but when the truth

gets out there's no putting the cat back in the bag. This book is a masterpiece and required reading

for anyone truly wanting to go into the helping professions. It will open your eyes wide too.

It was impossible for me not to be a believer after reading this book.I have never even considered

reincarnation as a fundamental Christian.I thought it was an evil concept. This book made me

realize that there are other truths that the Bible does not say.The countless testimonies from the

patients really roped me in.I will be getting any other books this doctor has out as well.
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